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Abstract An anomalous isotope effect exists in many
heavy element isotope systems (e.g., Sr, Gd, Zn, U). This
effect used to be called the ‘‘odd–even isotope effect’’
because the odd mass number isotopes behave differently
from the even mass number isotopes. This mass-indepen-
dent isotope fractionation driving force, which originates
from the difference in the ground-state electronic energies
caused by differences in nuclear size and shape, is cur-
rently denoted as the nuclear field shift effect (NFSE). It is
found that the NFSE can drive isotope fractionation of
some heavy elements (e.g., Hg, Tl, U) to an astonishing
degree, far more than the magnitude caused by the con-
ventional mass-dependent effect (MDE). For light ele-
ments, the MDE is the dominant factor in isotope
fractionation, while the NFSE is neglectable. Furthermore,
the MDE and the NFSE both decrease as temperatures
increase, though at different rates. The MDE decreases
rapidly with a factor of 1/T2, while the NFSE decreases
slowly with a factor of 1/T. As a result, even at high
temperatures, the NFSE is still significant for many heavy
element isotope systems. In this review paper, we begin
with an introduction of the basic concept of the NSFE,
including its history and recent progress, and follow with
the potential implications of the inclusion of the NFSE into
the kinetic isotope fractionation effect (KIE) and heavy
isotope geochronology.
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1 Introduction
From a spectroscopic view, isotope shifts include the mass
shift and the field shift (King 1984). The mass shift is
induced by the difference between isotope masses which is
also called mass-dependent effect. The conventional equi-
librium stable isotope fractionation theory for the mass
shift was established by Bigeleisen and Mayer (1947) and
by Urey (1947). This theory predicts that the isotope
enrichment factor is proportional to the isotopic mass dif-
ference, Dm, and inversely proportional to the product of
masses m and m0 of the two isotopes, when the temperature
is constant. The field shift is a short expression of the
nuclear field shift effect (NFSE), an anomalous isotope
effect (i.e., mass-independent fractionation) caused by the
difference in the nuclear size and shape of isotopes. It is
also called the nuclear volume effect (NVE) because the
nuclear shape effect is very small and the nuclear volume
effect dominates. The nuclear field shift effect predomi-
nantly affects the isotope fractionation of heavy elements,
but not light elements.
The anomalous isotope effect was first reported for
metals by Fujii et al. (1989a, b) in the U(IV)–U(VI)
exchange reaction. It is found that the isotope fractionation
of the odd mass number isotope 235U deviates from the
mass-dependent lines defined by even mass number iso-
topes. The isotope fractionations of 157Gd and 67Zn are
similar to 235U which belong to mass-independent in liq-
uid–liquid extraction experiments (Chen et al. 1992;
Nishizawa et al. 1993). This anomalous isotope
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fractionation phenomenon used to be called the ‘‘odd–even
isotope effect’’ (Nishizawa et al. 1994) (Fig. 1) but its
mechanism was not clear.
Nishizawa et al. (1995) interpreted the similar anoma-
lous isotope effect of 87Sr as being caused by the field shift
in the liquid–liquid extraction of strontium chloride, using
a crown ether. This is the first paper that clarified the cause
of this kind of anomalous isotope effect. Nomura et al.
(1996) found that 233U shows anomalous mass-independent
fractionations in the U(IV)–U(VI) exchange reaction,
similar to those results in previous paper (Fujii et al.
1989a, b), and suggested that the cause was the field shift.
After a private communication with the Yasuhiko Fujii’s
group, Bigeleisen (1996) theoretically revised the reduced
partition function ratios of uranium ions in solution. In his
revision, the terms of the hyperfine splitting and the nuclear
field shift effect (NFSE) were added to his theoretical
treatment of isotope fractionation. He noticed that the
hyperfine splitting was an order of magnitude smaller,
explaining the anomaly in the 238U/235U separation in the
U(III)–U(VI) exchange reaction. His results of the nuclear
field shift effect are three times as large as the conventional
mass-dependent fractionation, and show that heavier iso-
topes preferred to be enriched in U(IV) in the U(IV)–U(VI)
exchange reactions. Since then, the NFSE has become an
important correction term to the conventional Bigeleisen–
Mayer equation for heavy elements. In a following paper,
Bigeleisen also noticed that the NFSE was just a second
order correction in chemical bonds (Bigeleisen 1998),
indicating that the NFSE has a minor effect on vibrational
frequencies (i.e., on the conventional mass-dependent iso-
tope fractionation). Importantly, the paper first pointed out
that the NFSE could induce large isotopic fractionations
through the variation of ground-state electronic energy
alone.
The nuclear field shift effect scales with the difference
in the mean-square nuclear charge radius of different
isotopic nuclei (i.e., NFSE  d\r2[ and d\r2[=
\r2[A -\r
2[ A0, where A and A0 represent heavy and
light isotopes, respectively) (King 1984). A well-known
phenomenon is that the mean-square nuclear radii
(i.e.,\r2[) do not follow a simple straight line with the
number of neutrons increasing. Odd atomic mass number
isotopes of many heavy elements (e.g., 235U) tend to be
smaller than the trend line through the adjacent isotopes
with even atomic mass numbers (e.g., 234U and 236U) of the
same element. This is called odd–even staggering in the
atomic spectra (King 1984) (Fig. 2a). The above-
Fig. 1 Variation of the enrichment factor with isotopes. N is a
positive integer. The red line is the real fractionation line. The red
solid circle (the odd number isotope) deviates from the mass-
dependent line composed of even mass number isotopes
Fig. 2 a Root mean-square (RMS) nuclear charge radii (\r2[ 1/2) of U isotopes (Fricke and Heilig 2004). The odd atomic mass number isotope
(235U) is smaller than the trend line through the even atomic mass number isotopes (234U and 236U). b Plots of d\r2[ vs. Dm/mm0 for U
isotopes, showing not a straight line
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mentioned odd–even isotope effect is similar to the odd–
even staggering. Moreover, d\ r2[ varies with Dm/mm0
nonlinearly, which shows that the nuclear field shift effect
induces mass-independent isotope fractionation (Fig. 2b).
The experiments also find the heavier isotopes of U to be
preferentially enriched in U(IV) rather than U(VI) in redox
reactions (Fujii et al. 1989a; Nomura et al. 1996, Wang
et al. 2015). However, the conventional isotope fractiona-
tion theory estimates that the heavier isotopes (54Cr, 56Fe,
238U, etc.) would be enriched in the higher oxidized states
instead of the lower oxidized states. Assumedly, such
mismatch is caused by the NFSE, but with no further
evidence. This could be an important research topic for the
near future.
2 Conventional mass-dependent fractionation
2.1 Isotope fractionation factor a
Consider an isotope exchange reaction
A0Y þ AX ¼ A0X þ AY ð1Þ
where A and A0 are the heavy and light isotopes of the
element A; X and Y are different compounds. The isotope
fractionation factor for this reaction is defined as a =
(A/A0)AY/(A/A0)AX, an isotope concentration ratio between
AX and AY. The isotope enrichment factor is defined as
e = a-1 & lna.
2.2 Bigeleisen–Mayer theory or Urey model
Bigeleisen and Mayer (1947) and Urey (1947) proposed a
well-known equation for calculating the isotope fractiona-
tion extent of an isotope exchange reaction, called the
Bigeleisen–Mayer equation (hereafter the B–M equation)
or the Urey model. This equation, actually based on the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation, assumes several har-
monic approximations as well. According to the B–M
equation, the logarithm of the isotope fractionation factor
for the exchange reaction (1) is
lna0 ¼ lnðs=s0ÞfðAY=A0YÞ  lnðs=s0ÞðAX=A0XÞ ð2Þ
where (s/s0)f is the reduced partition function ratio (RPFR).
Under high-temperature approximations, the (s/s0)f of
AX/A0X is
ðs=s0ÞfðAX=A0XÞ ¼ 1 þ Dmmxnxu2x=24 mm0 ð3Þ
where m and m0 are the masses of the heavy and light
isotopes, respectively; Dm is the relative mass difference of
isotopes (i.e., Dm = m - m0); mx is the mass of the
compound X; and nx is the number of compound X. In
Eq. (3), uX is defined as
uX ¼ (hc=kTÞxX ð4Þ
where h and k are Planck and Boltzmann constants; c is
light velocity; T is the absolute temperature and xX is the
wave number of the harmonic oscillation of the stretching
motion. The expression of (s/s0)f(AY/A0Y) is similar
to(s/s0)f(AX/A0X). So the expression of the isotope
enrichment factor is




From Eq. (5), the enrichment factor is proportional to
Dm/(mm0T2). When the temperature is constant, the
enrichment factor is proportional to Dm/mm0. Therefore,
the isotope fractionation factor decreases with the
increasing atomic number. According to the B-M equation,
the isotope fractionation of heavy elements would be
extremely small even at low temperatures.
The mass-dependent fractionation (MDF), as described
by the B-M equation, only considers the difference in
kinetic energies (i.e., rotational energy, translational
energy, and vibrational energy) of the two isotopologues,
neglecting the difference in their electronic energies. This
approximation treatment is, however, improper for heavy
elements. The MDF contribution is only one part of the
total isotope fractionation.
2.3 Revised isotope fractionation theory
For a uranium isotope exchange reaction, Fujii and
coworkers (1989a) found the ratio of theoretically pre-
dicted isotope enrichment factors between 234U/235U and
235U/238U is 1/3. This is distinctly different from the
experimental value of 1/7. In addition, they observed a
clear deviation from the mass-dependent isotope fraction-
ation line theoretically predicted by the B-M equation for
235U.
Bigeleisen (1996) extended the isotope fractionation
factor containing the nuclear spin and the nuclear field shift
effect as well as the mass-dependent effect. The logarithm
of the revised isotope fractionation factor becomes (Bige-
leisen 1996)
e  lna ¼ lna0 þ lnKanh þ lnKBOELE þ lnKfs þ lnKhf
ð6Þ
where lna0 is the isotope fractionation factor under the
B-M equation approximations; lnKanh is the anharmonic
correction term; lnKBOELE is the correction to the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation; lnKfs is the contribution from
the nuclear field shift effect; and lnKhf is the term for
nuclear spin effect. Because of extremely small contribu-
tions of the anharmonic correction for heavy elements, the
lnKanh can be neglected (Bigeleisen 1996) in calculating
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the enrichment factor for heavy elements. The correction to
Born–Oppenheimer approximation is related to masses of
isotopes and is proportional to Dm/mm0 (Kleinman and
Wolfsberg 1973, 1974). Therefore, lna0 and lnKBOELE are
both proportional to Dm/mm0 when the temperature is
constant. Nuclear spin effect exists only when the isotopic
mass number is odd. Bigeleisen (1996) indicates that the
nuclear spin effect is too small to account for the anoma-
lous isotope effect of 238U/235U separation in the U(III) and
U(VI) exchange reaction and can be safely neglected in the
investigation of U isotope exchange reactions.
Under the approximations used in the B–M equation, a
nucleus is considered as a point charge. However, the
isotopes of heavy elements have the same number of pro-
tons but different number of neutrons. This can cause the
difference in nuclear size and shape (e.g., 235U vs. 238U)
(Fig. 3). Therefore, their ground-state electronic energies
will also be different (Table 1). The difference in elec-
tronic energies can no longer be neglected for the isotopes
of heavy elements. This is completely ignored in the con-
ventional B–M equation.
3 Nuclear field shift effect
In the 20th century, several researchers (e.g., Stacey 1966;
Heilig and Steudel 1978; King 1984; Aufmuth et al. 1987)
proposed the concept of the ‘‘nuclear field shift effect’’ in
the atomic spectra but failed to apply it to the study of
isotope fractionation. The nuclear field shift effect is rela-
ted to the difference in ground-state electronic energies
caused by the difference in nuclear size and shape. For the
isotope exchange reaction Eq. (1), the NFSE (i.e., lnKfs) is
written as (e.g., Bigeleisen 1996)
lnKfs ¼ ðkTÞ1f½E0ðAXÞ  E0ðA0XÞ  ½E0ðAYÞ
 E0ðA0YÞg ð7Þ
where E0 is the ground-state electronic energy; AX and A0X
represent compounds with different isotopes. Equation (7)
shows that the NFSE value is proportional to 1/T, while the
MDE scales with 1/T2 (Eq. (5)). If the temperature is at constant,
the values of the NFSE will be proportional to the difference in
ground-state electronic energies caused by isotope substitutions.
The effect of nuclear field shift is also considered to be
proportional to the electron density at the nucleus (King
1984). The electron density at the nucleus is expressed as
|W(0)|2 (also called contact density):
dEfs / jWð0ÞAj2  jWð0ÞBj2
 
 d\r2[ ij ð8Þ
where dEfs is the difference in NFSE-driven ground-state
energies; d\r2[ is the difference in mean-square nuclear
charge radii of the two isotopic nuclei; i and j represent the
heavy and light isotopes.
4 Mass-independent fractionation (MIF)
Mass-independent fractionation refers to the deviation
from the mass-dependent isotope fractionation line. Taking
Hg isotopes as an example, the diHg is defined as









and the MIF of any pair of Hg isotopes (e.g., iHg/198Hg)
becomes
DiHg ¼ d0iHg  kMDd0202Hg ð10Þ




Young et al. 2002), and kMD is the conventional mass-
dependent scaling factor.
Unfortunately, the DiHg values cannot be obtained
through theoretical methods because the values of d202Hg
Fig. 3 Nuclei of the isotopes of heavy elements with finite nuclear sizes. The different numbers of neutrons cause the difference in nuclear size
and shape of isotopes (i.e., difference in nuclear radius r1 and r2). For example, the root mean-square nuclear charge radius\r
2[ 1/2 of 235U and
238U are 5.834 fm and 5.860 fm (Fricke and Heilig 2004), respectively
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for a fractionation species cannot be calculated. Instead of
the absolute value of DiHg for species A or B, the relative
MIF of species A comparing with species B
(i.e., DiHgAB) can be calculated, thus:
DiHgA ¼ d0iHgB þ lniaAB
 
 kMD d0202HgB þ ln202aAB
 
¼ DiHgB þ ðk kMDÞln202aAB ð11Þ
Therefore, the mass-independent fractionation between
species A and B is





ln iaAB ¼ kNFSln202aNFSAB þ kMDln202aMDAB
þ kMIEln202aMIEAB þ kOtherln202aotherAB ð14Þ
ln202aAB ¼ ln202aNFSAB þ ln202aMDAB þ ln202aMIEAB
þ ln202aotherAB ð15Þ
where kNFS is the nuclear field shift scaling factor; kMIE is
the magnetic isotope effect scaling factor; kOther is any
other scaling factors and lnaother is fractionation driven by
other causes except the MDE, the NFSE and the MIE. Here
if only the MIF caused by the NFSE is considered, it would
be
DiNFSHgA  DiNFSHgB ¼ ðkNFS  kMDÞln202aNFSAB ð16Þ
where kMD is calculated using the high temperature
approximation of equilibrium fractionation (Young et al.
2002). Because the values of kMD are weakly temperature-



























are their mean square
nuclear charge radii.
Other equations for calculating the MIF caused by the
NFSE were proposed by Ghosh et al. (2008)
(i.e., DiHg ¼ ðAiNV  AiMDÞd198Hg) and Yang and Liu
(2015) (i.e., DANVHg ¼ ðkNV  kMDÞd0202Hg) for experi-
ments, where AiNV and kNV are nuclear field shift scaling




scaling factors that are equal to kMD. These two equations
are reasonable only when the value of d is caused by the
nuclear field shift effect (i.e., dNFS).
5 Experimental and theoretical studies for NFSE
5.1 Liquid–liquid extraction experiments
Fujii and his coworkers investigated the nuclear field shift
effect of stable isotope equilibrium fractionation of various
elements by liquid–liquid extraction experiments, includ-
ing Ti, Zn, Zr, Fe, Gd, Nd, Cr, Sr, Mo, Ru, Te, Cd
and Sn and other isotope systems (Fujii et al. 1998a, b;
Table 1 Calculated total energies (i.e., electron energies plus nuclear repulsion energies) of mercury atoms, ions, and molecules
E(202Hg) (Hartree) E(198Hg) (Hartree) DE (202Hg–198Hg) (Hartree)
Hg0 -19648.872900452 -19648.899279761 0.026379309
Hg2? -19647.928339749 -19647.954715647 0.026375898
HgCl2 -20570.839876388 -20570.866254331 0.026377943
HgBr2 -24858.786154305 -24858.812532295 0.026377990
Hg(CH3)Cl -20149.473020068 -20149.499398518 0.026378450
Hg(CH3)2 -19728.085945293 -19728.112323991 0.026378698
HgCl3
- -21031.911516436 -21031.937893728 0.026377292
HgCl4
2- -21492.847297638 -21492.873674561 0.026376923
HgBr3
- -27463.831015157 -27463.857392566 0.026377409
HgBr4
2- -30068.742826148 -30068.769203205 0.026377057
Hg(H2O)6
2? -20104.905854632 -20104.932230959 0.026376327
Hg(OH)2 -19799.820912939 -19799.847291190 0.026378251
These data are from Yang and Liu (2015). 1 Hartree = 627.51 kcal/mol
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Nishizawa et al. 1998; Fujii et al. 1999a, b, 2000, 2002;
Shibahara et al. 2002a, b; Fujii et al. 2006a, b, 2008, 2009a, b, c;
Moynier et al. 2009a, b; Fujii et al. 2010).
Equation (8) can be written specifically as follows in the
atomic spectra (King 1984):





where f(z) is a known function of z; a0 is Bohr radius and z
is the atomic number. Therefore, the simplification of the
Eq. (19) (Fujii et al. 1999a) is
lnKfs ¼ bd\r2 [ ð20Þ
where b is the scaling factor of the nuclear field shift effect.
When the temperature is constant, the lna0  Dm/mm0
and lnKBOELE  Dm/mm0 can be obtained by the analysis
of the second part. Since lnKanh can be neglected, Eq. (6)
can be simplified as follows:
Fig. 4 The NFSE-driven fractionations of Hg, Tl, Pb and U systems. a Different slopes of 199-MIF vs. 201-MIF. b The NFSE-driven
fractionations of Hg-bearing species relative to Hg0. HgCl4
2-[ HgCl?[HgOH?[HgCl2[HgClOH[HgSHCl[Hg(OH)2[Hg
SMeCl[Hg(SH)?[HgSHOH[Hg(SH)2[HgSMeOH[Hg(Sme)2[Hg(Sme)
?, at 25 C (Wiederhold et al. 2010). Schauble (2013) calculate
the NFSE in Hg crystals [HgO(s)[HgS(s)[Hg2Cl2(s)[Hg2Cl2(g)[b-Hg(s)[ fcc-Hg(s)[a-Hg(s)[bcc-Hg(s)[ sc-Hg(s)] at 25 and 180 C.
c The NFSEs-driven fractionations of Tl-bearing species relative to Tl0. Fujii et al. (2013) only calculated the NFSEs at 25 C [Tl3?[
Tl(H2O)
3?[TlO-[TlCl[0[TlO?[Tl?[Tl(H2O)
?[TlCl2?]. d The NFSE-driven fractionations of the Pb-bearing species, relative to Pb0
(Yang and Liu 2015), and Pb2? (Fujii et al. 2011a, b). Fujii et al. (2011a) only estimates the NFSEs at 25 C [PbO[Pb0[PbCl ?[
Pb(H2O)
2?[0]. e The NFSEs-driven fractionations of the U(III)–U(IV) system at MCDCHF level (Abe et al. 2008a), the DCHF method with the
Gaussian-type finite-nucleus model using the three basis sets (dz–dz, tz-dz and tz-dz) (Abe et al. 2008b) and one experimental result (2.7) (Dujardin and
Lonchampt 1992; Lerat and Lorrain 1985) at 293 K. f The NFSE-driven fractionations of the U(IV)–U(VI) system at 308 K. Abe et al. (2008b)
calculates it using three basis sets, with and without the BSSE corrections, at the DCHF level with the Gaussian nucleus model (NFSE values: BSSE
uncorrected dz–dz[BSSE corrected tz–tz[BSSE uncorrected tz–tz[BSSE corrected tz-dz[BSSE uncorrected tz-dz[BSSE corrected dz–dz).









2?. The corresponding experimental value is 2.24 (Fujii et al. 2006c)
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e  lna ¼ a Dm
mm
0
þ bd\r2[ þ lnKhf ð21Þ
where the first term is the conventional Bigeleisen–Mayer
term; the second term is the nuclear field shift effect term;
the third term is the nuclear spin term; a and b are scaling
factors of these two terms. The isotope fractionation factor
a can be obtained from experiments [i.e., a = (A/A0)AY/
(A/A0)AX]. The mean square of the charge distribution radii
of the nuclei are available from previous studies (e.g.,
Fricke and Heilig 2004; Angeli 2004). Thus, Eq. (21) has
three unknown parameters, a, b and lnKhf.
Fujii and coworkers used the isotope pairs to calculate
the scaling factors and the nuclear spin effect. For example,
for titanium isotopic equilibrium fractionation (Fujii et al.
1998a), they used three isotope pairs, 48Ti–46Ti, 48Ti–47Ti
and 48Ti–50Ti. Thus, they got three equations,
e4846 ¼ aðDm=mm0Þ4846 þ bd\r2[ 4846 ð22Þ
e4847 ¼ aðDm=mm0Þ4847 þ bd\r2[ 4847
þ ðlnKhfÞ4847
ð23Þ
e4850 ¼ aðDm=mm0Þ4850 þ bd\r2[ 4850 ð24Þ
They obtained ei-j value from experiments and got
the\ r2[ i,j value from the previous literatures, and cal-
culated a, b and lnKhf from the above three equations,
where i and j represent isotopes 46, 47, 48 and 50.
5.2 Liquid–vapor evaporation experiments
There is another type of experiment of liquid–vapor
evaporation for studying the nuclear field shift effect.
Estrade et al. (2009) and Ghosh et al. (2013) conducted
liquid–vapor evaporation experiments in the absence of
light for mercury. They both concluded that the nuclear
field shift effects are the dominant cause of equilibrium
stable isotope fractionation in the absence of light. In
addition, experiments were conducted to estimate the mass-
independent fractionation of Hg isotopes during abiotic
reduction (Bergquist and Blum 2007; Zheng and Hintel-
mann 2010a) and photoreduction in natural water (Zheng
and Hintelmann 2009). They observed that 199Hg and
201Hg are enriched in the reactant Hg(II) due to the MIF
caused by photo-reduction, while the product Hg0 enrich
199Hg and 201Hg where the MIF observed in the absence of
light. Zheng and Hintelmann (2010b) also investigated the
isotope fractionation of mercury during photochemical
reduction by low-molecular-weight organic compounds.
They observed the nuclear shift effect in the photochemical
reduction by serine.
Estrade et al. (2009) found that MIFs for odd isotopes
(199Hg and 201Hg) and small MIFs for even isotope (200Hg)
in the vapor phase (Hg0) are caused by the NFSE in the





NFSHg values are 0.1 2 %, 0.07 %
and 0.01 % for Hg0, respectively. The results of equilib-
rium evaporation experiments of Ghosh et al. (2013) are





NFSHg values for Hg
0 are 0.14% ±
0.01 %, 0.09 % ± 0.01 % and 0.01 % ± 0.03 %,
respectively. Taking the error into account, there is almost no
mass-independent fractionation for the even isotope (200Hg).
Wiederhold et al. (2010) also investigated the mercury
mass-independent fractionations experimentally and theo-
retically. It is found that the D199NFSHg scales withD
201
NFSHg in a
slope of 1.51 (Wiederhold et al. 2010), 1.59 (Ghosh et al.
2013), 1.61 (Zheng and Hintelmann 2010a), and 2.0 (Estrade
et al. 2009) (Fig. 4a). Moynier et al. (2013) reviewed the
Fig. 4 continued
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isotopic variations (e.g., U and Tl) caused by the nuclear field
shift effect in different natural environments, such as in
meteorites and at low- or high-temperatures.
5.3 Theoretical calculations of NFSE
5.3.1 NFSE in gaseous and small liquid species
Schauble (2007) is the first to perform quantum chemistry
calculations of the equilibrium isotope fractionation factors
with the consideration of the NFSE. He studied mercury-
and thallium-bearing species with the revision of the
Bigeleisen–Mayer equation, including the mass-dependent
isotope fractionation and the nuclear field shift isotope
fractionation. He directly calculated the ground-state
electronic energies of isotopic substitution through the
Gaussian exponent n (n = 3/2\r2[) using the mean
square nuclear charger radii of Angeli (2004) by the Dirac
04 software package and obtained the values of the NFSE
by Eq. (7).
Schauble (2007) optimized the molecular geometries at
a pseudo-potential HF level by using Gaussian 03. Then
he used the optimized geometry results as initial guesses
for the second run of optimization in Dirac 04. He used
the all-electron Dirac–Hartree–Fock theory to calculate
the relativistic electron structures through the iteratively
quadratic fitting method, i.e., to optimize the structures to
their lowest energy points by adjusting the bond length
stepwise, because the species in his study are all in high
symmetry. His calculations indicated that the isotopic
variation in the nuclear field shift is the dominant cause of
equilibrium fractionation, driving 205Tl/203Tl and
202Hg/198Hg fractionations up to 3 % at room tempera-
ture. But mass-dependent fractionations are much smaller
than the NFSE, only ca. 0.5 %–1 % for the same
isotopes.
So far, there have been only a few NFSE-included
fractionation factors that are determined by theoretical
calculations, such as those for uranium, lead, mercury and
thallium isotopes (Abe et al. 2008a, b, 2010; Fujii et al.
2011a; Schauble 2007; Wiederhold et al. 2010; Ghosh et al.
2013; Fujii et al. 2013; Yang and Liu 2015) (Fig. 4b–f).
These authors all found that the nuclear field shift effect
was the dominant controlling factor for isotope fractiona-
tion of the heavy elements, far more important than the
conventional mass-dependent effects. Anomalous light
isotope enrichments of U(IV), U(VI), Pb(II) and Tl(I) rel-
ative to U(III), U(IV), Pb0 and Tl0 were found (Schauble
2007; Abe et al. 2008a, b, 2010; Fujii et al. 2011a, 2013;
Yang and Liu 2015). In addition, zinc (Fujii et al.
2009c, 2010) and nickel isotopes (Fujii et al. 2011b) were
studied both experimentally and theoretically. However,
the NFSE was found to be much smaller than the con-
ventional mass-dependent effects for their cases.
The calculation of Schauble (2007), Wiederhold et al.
(2010), Ghosh et al. (2013) and Yang and Liu (2015) all
showed that a part of the MIFs of Hg-bearing species are
caused by the nuclear field shift effect. These authors found
that the NFSE-driven MIFs of odd mass number isotopes
(D199NFSHg and D
201
NFSHg) are larger than that of the even mass
number isotope (D202NFSHg). Plotting the D
199
NFSHg against
D201NFSHg, all the data fall into a straight line with the slope
of 1.65 (Wiederhold et al. 2010), or 1.66 (Yang and Liu
2015) if using the nuclear charge radii of Fricke and Heilig
(2004). It agreed well with the experimental results.
However, the results would deviate far away from the
experimental slopes when other nuclear charge radii are
used, such as the slope of 2.7 [\ r2[ values are from
Angeli (2004)], and 2.5 (\ r2[ from Hahn et al. 1979)
(Fig. 4a), showing the nuclear charge radii from Fricke and
Heilig (2004) are more reasonable for the Hg-NFSE the-
oretical investigation. The slope of D199NFSHg / D
201
NFSHg only
relates to the conventional mass-dependent scaling factor
(i.e., kMD) and the nuclear field shift scaling factor (i.e.,
kNFS). It is independent of the absolute values of D
199
NFSHg
and D201NFSHg, and the variation in temperature. Therefore,
the slope will be a constant value of 1.64 (without rounding
off the numbers) when the radii of the Landolt–Boernstein
Database (Fricke and Heilig 2004) are used as the tem-
perature varies from 0 C to 1000 C or even higher.
The results of 200Hg-MIF caused by the NFSE of Yang
and Liu (2015) exclude the nuclear field shift from the
causes of large 200Hg-MIF found in the field observations
of Gratz et al. (2010) and Chen et al. (2012). The results of
snow sample from subarctic zone are much larger and in
opposite directions (Chen et al. 2012). Therefore, there
must be other mechanisms to produce such large
200Hg-MIF signals instead of the NFSE. Yang and Liu
(2015) also investigates the NFSE-driven MIFs of Pb-
bearing species. They found that the magnitudes of odd
mass number MIF (D207NFSPb) are almost equal to those of
even mass number MIF (D204NFSPb) but in opposite directions
(i.e., D207NFSPb& - D
204
NFSPb).
5.3.2 NFSE in crystals
The theoretical treatment of the NFSE requires quantum
mechanics methods that can deal with relativistic quantum
effects. Therefore, the Dirac equation-based methods are
usually used. It is different from the Schro¨dinger equation-
based methods for non-relativistic quantum chemistry
calculations. The inner electrons (e.g., in s and p orbitals)
of heavy elements run fast enough to produce large
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relativistic effects. The outer electrons also have indirect
relativistic effects. Both of them need the Dirac equation to
deal with. The influences of relativistic effects about
atomic structure are various, including the electron orbital
contraction caused by the mass variation due to the high
velocity and the coupling between electron spin and elec-
tron motion.
To date, a few computational methods for the study of
quantum relativistic effects in connection with the NFSE
are available. For example, the methods of Schauble (2007)
and Yang and Liu (2015) take the quantum relativistic
effects into account using the four-component Dirac
equation in the DIRAC software package, the method of
Abe et al. (2008a, b, 2010) uses a four-component rela-
tivistic atomic program package-GRASP2 K, and the
method of Fujii et al. (2011a, b, 2013) uses a software
provided by Tokyo University (Utchem). Recently,
Nemoto et al. (2015) develop a two-component relativistic
method (the finite-order Douglas–Kroll–Hess method with
infinite-order spin–orbit interactions for the one-electron
term and atomic-mean-field spin-same-orbit interaction for
the two-electron term, i.e., IODKH-IOSO-MFSO) for the
NFSE investigation. This method achieves almost equiva-
lent accuracy but 30 times faster than the previous four-
component method by the DIRAC software. The IODKH-
IOSO-MFSO method has the potential to handle larger
systems for the NFSE investigation in the future. However,
it is still difficult to calculate the NFSE in crystals due to
the relativistic effects of heavy elements. A few softwares,
such as ABINIT and VASP, can calculate the properties of
large molecules and crystals in the three-dimensional
periodic boundary condition but must use pseudopotentials.
More accurate methods for calculating the NFSE in very
complex systems, such as crystals and melts, are yet to be
developed. The methods for these systems need to consider
the relativistic effects of heavy elements.
The above NFSE-calculations are only for the gaseous
or small liquid species. To date, there is only one paper that
reports the nuclear field shift effects in crystalline solids.
Schauble (2013) estimated that the all-electron four-com-
ponent Dirac–Hartree–Fock (DHF) method can be afford-
able only for systems with less than 20 atoms due to its
computation intensity. Therefore, a density functional
theory (DFT) based method is developed by Schauble
(2013) to model the nuclear field shift effects in crystals.
This new method uses the projector augmented wave
method (DFT-PAW) with the three-dimensional periodic
boundary condition for greater speed and compatibility
(Schauble 2013).
Schauble (2013) compared the contact densities of a few
species by the four-component relativistic Dirac–Hartree–
Fock (DHF) method and by the DFT-PAW method (with
the Perdew–Wang functional in the local density
approximation and the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
functional in the generalized gradient approximation
methods), which are implemented in DIRAC and ABINIT
software packages, respectively (Fig. 5). The calculated
contact densities by DFT-PAW or DHF method for Hg,
Sn– and Cd-bearing species are plotted into the Fig. 5a.
The two sets of contact densities fall into a regression line
with the slope close to 1.0, suggesting they are almost
equivalent.
Equation (19) from King (1984) needs non-relativistic
contact densities, which is not suitable for heavy elements
with strong relativistic effects. Therefore, Schauble (2013)
chose not to use Eq. (19) but to figure out a way that can
indirectly obtain the energy shift (dT). He found that there
is a good correlation between the contact densities [no
matter obtained by DFT-PAW or by DHF) with the energy
shifts calculated by the relativistic DHF and coupled-
cluster (CCSD(T)] methods, where the nuclear charge
distributions are varied due to different radii used in the
Gaussian function for different isotopes (Fig. 5b–d). His
results show that the difference in energies induced by
isotope substitution calculated at CCSD (T) level is more
strongly correlated with the contact densities of DFT-PAW
than that of DHF level. The almost same correlation
coefficients are obtained by the DFT-PAW models with
PW and PBE functional (Schauble 2013). The results of
Schauble (2013) in mercury crystals are shown in Fig. 4b.
5.4 Kinetic isotope fractionation of NFSE
When the forward reaction rate of a chemical reaction is
much larger than the backward one, the kinetic isotope
fractionation effect (KIE) often takes place. The classical
transition state theory (TST) is proposed to deal with the
elementary one-step reactions (Eyring 1935). According to
the transition state theory, there must be an activated
complex formed at the middle of the pathway from the
reactant to the product (Fig. 6), where is at the highest
point along the potential energy curve. The magnitude of
the kinetic isotope effect can be calculated by using the
theory proposed by Bigeleisen and Wolfsberg (1958),
which suggests the KIE is just the equilibrium isotope
fractionation between the transition state activated complex
and the reactant. Their theory is based on high temperature
approximation and neglects possible quantum (tunneling)
effects. An empirical rule suggests that a molecule or a
substance containing the light isotope will react faster than
that containing heavy isotope, leading to the products to be
enriched in light isotopes.
All the above experimental and theoretical studies of the
NFSE are for equilibrium conditions. Fujii et al. (2009a)
predicted if the NFSE-driven MIF in a kinetic system are
related to the d\r2[ trend, large MIFs can also be found in
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some reactions. Basu et al. (2014) conducted experiments
of U(VI) reduction by bacterial isolates. They found that
the reduced U [i.e., U(IV)] enriches heavier isotopes (238U)
in the kinetic reaction similar to the NFSE-driven isotope
enrichments under the equilibrium condition which vio-
lates the generally accepted empirical rule. They attributed
this anomalous isotope enrichment to the nuclear field shift
effect. However, no theoretical calculation on the NFSE-
driven KIE has been reported to date.
The electrons in s-orbital are important for the nuclear
field shift effect which can cause larger electron density at
the nucleus than p-, d-, f-orbitals. Heavier isotopes will
prefer to be enriched in the species with fewer s electrons
or more p, d and f electrons. Therefore, U(IV) enriches
heavier isotopes (i.e., 238U) relative to U(VI) in the
reduction reaction from U(VI) to U(IV) no matter it is
under equilibrium or kinetic conditions, because U(IV) and
U(VI) are with the electron configuration as [Rn]5f2 and
[Rn], respectively. This phenomenon is against the general
rule that heavier isotopes tend to enrich in the reactant
rather than the product in a kinetic reaction. This anoma-
lous enrichment phenomenon will also be for a few heavy
elements in a kinetic system because of their smaller
s-orbital or more p-, d-, f-orbital electrons, such as Hg0
oxidized to Hg(II), Tl0 oxidized to Tl(III), Pb0 oxidized to
Pb(IV), and U(IV) reduced to U(III).
6 Isotope geochronology
In natural systems, the abundance variations of natural
radioisotopes record the geological time, and they are
therefore effective tracers for geological processes. Iso-
topic geochronology, based on the accumulation of
Fig. 5 Correlations of calculated contact densities with DFT-PAW methods and relativistic all-electron methods (Schauble 2013). a Contact
densities calculated by DFT-PAW methods against Dirac–Hartree–Fock methods for Hg-, Sn-, and Cd-bearing molecules, respectively. The
black line shows ideal 1:1 correlation. b–d Correlations of DFT-PAW contact densities with Dirac–Hartree–Fock (DHF) and coupled-cluster
[CCSD(T)] isotopic energy shifts for 202Hg/198Hg relative to Hg2?, 124Sn/116Sn relative to Sn4?, and 114Cd/110Cd relative to Cd2?, respectively
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radioisotopes with time, is a time keeper for closed geo-
logic systems. Thus, radioisotope tracer can be used to
study the genesis and evolution of the earth0s crust, mantle
and other celestial bodies.
The base of radioisotope dating is the law of radioactive
decay and it measures the isotope compositions of the parent
and radiogenic daughter. It can be written as (White 2015)
D ¼ D0 þ N(ekt  1Þ ð25Þ
where N is the number of atoms of the parent and D is the
total number of daughters, at time t; and D0 is the original
number of daughters. Taking the decay of 235U to 207Pb as
an example, Eq. (25) becomes
207Pb ¼ 207 Pb0 þ235 U(ekt  1Þ ð26Þ
In practice, it generally measures the relative ratio of
two isotopes, not the absolute abundance of one isotope in











ðekt  1Þ ð27Þ
where 204Pb is non-radiogenic isotope. Other decay sys-
tems can be written in similar expressions.
In the past, the accepted invariant value 137.88 of
238U/235U ratio was used for U–Pb and Pb–Pb dating.
Nowadays, a few researches have verified that 238U/235U is
not invariable (Stirling et al. 2007; Weyer et al. 2008; Hiess
et al. 2012; Goldmann et al. 2015; Tissot and Dauphas
2015). Therefore, an age correction is required if the value
of 137.88 (238U/235U ratio) is used for dating. Goldmann
et al. (2015) found the Pb–Pb ages they dated are 0.9 Ma
younger than the age determined with previously assumed
value 137.88 for 238U/235U. Tissot and Dauphas (2015)
proposed equations for the corrections on Pb–Pb and U–Pb
ages, although these corrections are much smaller than the
ages of the samples. The magnitude and direction of Pb–Pb
and U–Pb age corrections are only related to a sample’s age
and 238U/235U ratio.
Many isotope dating methods are available for heavy
elements that have large isotopic fractionations caused by
the nuclear field shift effect, such as U-Th–Pb, Re–Os, Lu–
Hf and Sm–Nd systematics. In these systems, the NFSE-
driven fractionation will make the ratio of parent or
daughter isotopes vary. It is unclear how the NFSE may
affect the isotope age determination. This is an interesting
topic for study using theoretical and experimental methods.
7 Summary
The nuclear field shift effect is an inherent property of
heavy elements that induces large isotope fractionation. It
is a mass-independent isotope fractionation driving force,
which is originated from the difference in the ground-state
electronic energies caused by differences in nuclear size
and shape. The necessity of careful NFSE evaluation dur-
ing the exploration of new heavy isotope systems is rec-
ognized by many researchers.
At different temperatures from 273 to 1000 K, the mass-
dependent effect and the nuclear field shift effect scale as
1/T2 and 1/T, respectively. At higher temperatures, the
NFSE becomes more important than the MDE. With the
rapid progress of experimental techniques and relativistic
quantum chemistry, a better understanding of the nuclear
field shift effect for heavy elements will emerge. However,
there are still many details of the NFSE that need further
investigation, such as the kinetic isotope effects (KIE), the
NFSE in very large systems (e.g., solids, melts), and iso-
tope geochronology.
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